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5th s‐LN~v~

:   5th small ventrolateral neuron

AME

:   accessory medulla

AME~vel~

:   ventral elongation of the accessory medulla

AOT

:   anterior optic tract

AOTU

:   anterior optic tubercle

AVLP

:   anterior ventrolateral protocerebrum

AVP

:   anterior visual pathway

BU

:   bulb

Ca

:   mushroom body calyx

CRY

:   Cryptochrome

*cry‐G80*

:   *cry‐Gal80* (Repressor of Gal4)

DenMark

:   dendritic marker

DN~1a~

:   anterior dorsal neurons 1

DN~1p~

:   posterior dorsal neurons 1

DN~2~

:   dorsal neurons 2

DN~3~

:   dorsal neurons 3

*DvPdf‐G4*

:   *DvPdf‐Gal4* driver (*Pdf*‐promotor from *Drosophila virilis*)

E‐cells

:   evening cells

EGFP

:   enhanced green fluorescent protein

E‐oscillator

:   evening oscillator

*Flybow*

:   refers to the Flybow system

*FB2.0B*

:   *UAS‐Flybow2.0B*

GFP

:   green fluorescent protein

ICL

:   inferior clamp

ITP

:   ion transport peptide

LD

:   light‐dark

LCBR

:   lateral cell body rind

LH

:   lateral horn

l‐LN~v~

:   large ventrolateral neurons

l‐LN~vx~

:   "extra" l‐LN~v~

LN~d~

:   dorsolateral neurons

LO

:   lobula

LPN

:   lateral posterior neurons

M7

:   margin 7 of the medulla (serpentine layer)

*Mai179‐G4*

:   *Mai179‐Gal4 driver*

MB

:   mushroom body

MDC

:   middle dorsal commissure

ME

:   medulla

mTq

:   monomeric turquoise fluorescent protein

NGS

:   normal goat serum

nSyb

:   neuronal Synaptobrevin

OL

:   optic lobe

PBS

:   phosphat buffered saline

PBT

:   phosphat buffered saline with Triton‐X;

PDF

:   Pigment dispersing factor

*Pdf‐G4*

:   *Pdf‐Gal4* driver

*Pdf‐G80*

:   *Pdf‐Gal80* (Repressor of Gal4)

PED

:   mushroom body peduncle

PER

:   Period

PI

:   pars interecerebralis

PLP‐LOF

:   fascicle connecting the posterior lateral protocerebrum with the dorsomedial lobula

POC

:   posterior optic commissure

PVLP

:   posterior ventral protocerebrum

PLP

:   posterior lateral protocerebrum

*R6‐G4*

:   *R6‐Gal4* driver

*R16C05‐G4*

:   *R16C05‐Gal4* driver

*R54D11‐G4*

:   *R54D11‐Gal4* driver

rAVLPl

:   cell body rind, lateral to the anterior ventrolateral protocerebrum

rLHla

:   cell body rind, lateroanterior to the lateral horn

SEZ

:   subesophageal zone

SCL

:   superior clamp

SIP

:   superior intermediate protocerebrum

s‐LN~v~

:   small ventrolateral neurons

SLP

:   superior lateral protocerebrum

SMP

:   superior medial protocerebrum

TIM

:   Timeless

TLN

:   Telencephalin

TTLF

:   transcriptional translational feedback loop

*UAS*

:   upstream activating sequence

1. INTRODUCTION {#cne24406-sec-0001}
===============

Endogenous circadian clocks enable organisms to predict and adapt to environmental 24h rhythms that are caused by the earth\'s rotation around its own axis. The hence resulting circadian rhythms in physiology and behavior persist even in the absence of environmental Zeitgebers under constant conditions. Over the past years, the molecular mechanism driving circadian rhythmicity, several interlocked transcriptional and translational feedback loops could be described in large detail for the common model organisms, for example, *Synechococcus elongatus*, *Neurospora crassa*, *Arabidopsis thaliana*, *Drosophila melanogaster*, and *Mus musculus* (reviewed by Brown, Kowalska, & Dallmann, [2012](#cne24406-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). In *Drosophila melanogaster* ca. 150 clock neurons in the central nervous system, named after their size and location, show oscillations of core clock gene expression (e.g., *period, timeless* and *clock*). The neurons are further subdivided according to their neurochemical content and so far described function. Classically, they are divided into four lateral and three dorsal groups. Two of the lateral groups, the small and the large ventrolateral neurons (s‐LN~v~s and l‐LNv~s~, respectively; Figure [1](#cne24406-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) express the neuropeptide pigment dispersing factor (PDF), which has been shown to be an important signaling molecule of the circadian clock that modulates the other PDF‐responsive cell groups of the circadian system by slowing down their Ca^2+^ oscillations (Liang, Holy, & Taghert, [2016](#cne24406-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [2017](#cne24406-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). Further, it has been shown that the four PDF expressing s‐LN~v~s are important to sustain rhythmicity in constant darkness (Helfrich‐Förster, [1998](#cne24406-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Renn, Park, Rosbash, Hall, & Taghert, [1999](#cne24406-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}). Since the s‐LN~v~s are also important for the generation and proper timing of the morning activity peak, which is part of the characteristic bimodal locomotor activity pattern of *Drosophila melanogaster*, the small PDF cells are often referred to as M‐cells ([M]{.ul}orning oscillators, [M]{.ul}ain‐pacemakers; Grima, Chélot, Xia, & Rouyer, [2004](#cne24406-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Stoleru, Peng, Agosto, & Rosbash, [2004](#cne24406-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}; Rieger, Shafer, Tomioka, & Helfrich‐Förster, [2006](#cne24406-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}). In contrast, the evening activity peak is generated and controlled by the so‐called E‐cells, which comprise the 5th PDF lacking s‐LN~v~, three Cryptochrome (CRY) expressing dorsolateral Neurons (LN~d~s), three CRY lacking LN~d~s, and six to eight dorsal neurons (DN~1~). The classification in M‐ and E‐cells in respect to the traditional dual‐oscillator model (Pittendrigh & Daan, [1976](#cne24406-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}), as well as more recent working models (Yao & Shafer, [2014](#cne24406-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}) attribute the lateral clock neurons (LN~s~) an essential role for the generation of the bimodal locomotor activity rhythm. The latter study nicely showed the diverse responsiveness of the CRY expressing E‐cells to secreted PDF, suggesting that the E‐oscillator is composed of different functional subunits (E1‐E3; Yao & Shafer, [2014](#cne24406-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}) and that the circadian system is more likely a multi‐oscillator system (Rieger et al., [2006](#cne24406-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}; Shafer, Helfrich‐Förster, Renn, & Taghert, [2006](#cne24406-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}; Yao & Shafer, [2014](#cne24406-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}). The E‐cells cannot only be distinguished by their properties, but also by their neurochemistry. The E1‐oscillator consists of two CRY expressing LN~d~s which coexpress the short neuropeptide F (sNPF; Johard et al., [2009](#cne24406-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Yao & Shafer, [2014](#cne24406-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}), a peptide that has been shown to have an implication in promoting sleep by an inhibitory effect of the s‐LN~v~s (Shang et al., [2013](#cne24406-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}). Further, the two E1‐cells express the receptor for PDF (PDFR) and are strongly coupled to the s‐LN~v~s\' output (Yao & Shafer, [2014](#cne24406-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}). The E2‐oscillator comprises one CRY expressing LN~d~ and the PDF lacking 5th s‐LN~v~ (Yao & Shafer, [2014](#cne24406-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}). The two neurons also express the PDFR, but additionally contain the ion transport peptide (ITP), which gets rhythmically released in the dorsal brain to enhance evening activity and inhibit nocturnal activity (Hermann‐Luibl, Yoshii, Senthilan, Dircksen, & Helfrich‐Förster, [2014](#cne24406-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). The molecular oscillations of the E2‐cells are less strongly coupled to the M‐cells\' output compared to the E1‐cells (Rieger et al., [2006](#cne24406-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}; Yao & Shafer, [2014](#cne24406-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}). The three remaining CRY negative LN~d~s lack PDFR expression and form the E3‐unit, which is not directly coupled to the M‐cells\' PDF‐signaling (Yao & Shafer, [2014](#cne24406-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}).

![The known clock network of *Drosophila melanogaster*. Schematic overview shows the known arborizations of the clock neurons. The subgroups are named after their location in the brain; four small ventrolateral neurons (s‐LN~v~s, red), the 5th s‐LN~v~ (dark violet), four large ventrolateral neurons (l‐LN~v~s, brown), six dorsolateral neurons (LN~d~s, orange), three lateral posterior neurons (LPN, green), and ca. 60 neurons per hemisphere in three dorsal groups (DN~1--3~, lilac, cyan, blue, respectively). The figure was taken from Helfrich‐Förster et al. ([2007](#cne24406-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}) with permission](CNE-526-1209-g001){#cne24406-fig-0001}

In the last decade, much effort was expended on unravelling the function of individual clock neurons and neuronal subgroups on the single cell level as well as on the network level, but we still lack detailed anatomical data on the projection patterns of individual clock neurons. This is mainly due to the limitations of *Gal4* drivers and the fact that antibodies tend to label a number of cells where it might be difficult to follow their projections if they are overlapping. *Gal4* drivers are primarily designed to exploit promotors of known genes and therefore are often addressing subsets or groups of neurons, which show expression of the consulted gene.

To nonetheless investigate the projections of the lateral clock neurons, two elaborated approaches were taken by the group of Helfrich‐Förster. First, Helfrich‐Förster et al. ([2007](#cne24406-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}) generated *disco^01^/*wild‐type gynandromorphs to elucidate the arborizations of the l‐LN~v~s in more detail. The mosaic mutant flies allowed the analysis of the arborizations stemming from the PDF cells that were only present in one brain hemisphere (Helfrich‐Förster et al., [2007](#cne24406-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). In the same study, they described the *R6‐G4* enhancer trap line, which drives expression in the central brain exclusively in the PDF expressing s‐LN~v~s (Helfrich‐Förster et al., [2007](#cne24406-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}).

One year later, Yoshii and colleagues used the *Mai179‐G4* enhancer trap line (Siegmund & Korge, [2001](#cne24406-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}) to rescue Period protein (PER) expression in a *per^null^* mutant background, which led to an accumulation of Timeless protein (TIM) in the cytoplasm of *Mai179‐G4* negative cells (which include the CRY^−^ LN~d~s) after 5 days in constant darkness. They were able to describe the LN~d~s\' initial projections in the dorsolateral brain with antibody stainings of the cytoplasmically accumulated CRY in the CRY expressing cells and of the accumulated TIM in the CRY lacking LN~d~s, showing that only the CRY containing neurons project ventrally toward the accessory medulla (AME; Yoshii, Todo, Wülbeck, Stanewsky, & Helfrich‐Förster, [2008](#cne24406-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}; complemented by Johard et al., [2009](#cne24406-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}), a small neuropil adjacent to the frontomedial edge of the medulla, that is considered to be a major pacemaker and communication center of the clock neurons in various insects (Reischig & Stengl, [2003](#cne24406-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}; Homberg, Reischig, & Stengl, [2003](#cne24406-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}; Helfrich‐Förster et al., [2007](#cne24406-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}).

The mentioned publications outline the most detailed description of the LN~s~\' morphology to date (Figure [1](#cne24406-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}), but we still cannot be sure whether anatomical differences are present within the mentioned neuronal subpopulations (s‐LN~v~s, l‐LN~v~s, CRY^+^ LN~d~s, and CRY^−^ LN~d~s) and how far the projections of the LN~d~s in the dorsal and ventral brain reach.

In our study, we used the revised multicolor reporter lines of the Flybow system to elude the previously mentioned limitations of *Gal4* lines and antibody stainings in regard to anatomical single cell studies (Hadjieconomou et al., [2011](#cne24406-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Shimosako, Hadjieconomou, & Salecker, [2014](#cne24406-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}). We increased the probability of single cell labeling by choosing the Flybow2.0B reporter construct, which carries a *FRT*‐site flanked stop‐codon upstream of the fluorescent protein sequences to restrict reporter expression. The stop‐codon can be removed by Flp‐recombination, induced by a heat shock‐promotor controlled hs‐Flp DNA‐recombinase. During the heat‐treatment of 37°C, we co‐activate a modified Flp‐recombinase that interacts with the fluorescence protein cassettes to alter the reporter expression. The combination of the Flybow technique with sufficiently specific Gal4 drivers for the LNs enabled us to answer three central questions that were by‐passed by previous studies due to a lack of means: (a) are there any morphological differences within the subgroups of the lateral clock cells that can be used for further discrimination based on their anatomy? (b) which LN~d~s are actually innervating the AME and how far‐reaching are the projections in the dorsal brain? (c) can we identify unknown candidate regions for possible downstream contacts by analyzing the putative input and output sites of those neurons?

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS {#cne24406-sec-0002}
=======================

2.1. Fly strains, genetic crosses and heat shock procedure {#cne24406-sec-0003}
----------------------------------------------------------

All fly strains used in this study were reared on standard cornmeal/agar medium with yeast at 25°C ± 0.2°C and 60% rH ± 5% rH in a LD cycle of 12:12 hr.

The experimental flies (Flybow‐lines crossed to *Gal4*‐drivers) were held on 18°C (18°C ± 0.2°C and 60% Rh ± 5% Rh in a LD cycle of 12:12) to prevent uncontrolled Flippase recombination events. From the used *Gal4* driver‐lines *y w; Pdf‐G4* (Renn et al., [1999](#cne24406-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}), *w; DvPdf‐G4* (Bahn, Lee, & Park, [2009](#cne24406-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}), *w; +; R16C05‐G4* and *w; +; R54D11‐G4* (Pfeiffer et al., [2008](#cne24406-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}), the latter three were crossed to a *10xUAS‐myr::GFP* reporter (Pfeiffer et al., [2010](#cne24406-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}) and stained for the clock components TIM, PDF, ITP, and CRY to analyze their incompletely described expression patterns (Table [1](#cne24406-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}, Figure [2](#cne24406-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, red cells). To build a driver stock for usage with the Flybow system, we balanced all above mentioned *Gal4* drivers and crossed them to *y w; hs‐mFlp5^MH12^/CyO; TM2/TM6B* (Shimosako et al., [2014](#cne24406-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}) or to *y w; GlaBc/CyO; hs‐mFlp5^MH3^/TM6B* (Shimosako et al., [2014](#cne24406-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}) depending on which chromosome the *Gal4* insertion was located. Experimental flies were obtained by crossing the balanced *Gal4*/hs‐mFlp5 lines to either *hs‐Flp^1^; +; FB2.0B^49b^* (Shimosako et al., [2014](#cne24406-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}) or to *hs‐Flp^1^; FB2.0B^260b^; +* (Shimosako et al., [2014](#cne24406-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}) virgins.

###### 

Used Gal4‐drivers and adressed clock neurons

                  s‐LN~v~s   5th s‐LN~v~   l‐LN~v~s   LN~d~ CRY^+^/ITP^+^   LN~d~ CRY^+^   LN~d~ CRY^−^   DN1~a~
  --------------- ---------- ------------- ---------- --------------------- -------------- -------------- --------
  *Pdf‐*Gal4      \+         −             \+         −                     −              −              −
  *DvPdf‐*Gal4    \+         \+            \+         \+                    −              \+             −
  *R16C05‐*Gal4   −          −             −          −                     \+             −              \+
  *R54D11‐*Gal4   −          \+            −          \+                    −              −              −

![Characterization of the incompletely described *Gal4*‐lines. *DvPdf‐G4*: (a) GFP (green) and nc82 reference staining (gray) to show the overall expression pattern of the driver‐line. (b) Overview of the clock neurons that are adressed by the *DvPdf‐G4* driver (indicated in red). The line drives expression in all PDF^+^ LN~v~s, as well as in the 5th s‐LN~v~, three CRY^−^ LN~d~s, and the CRY/ITP‐coexpressing LN~d~. *R16C05‐G4* driver line: (c) GFP (green) and nc82 neuropil staining (gray). (d) Overview of the clock neurons that are included in the *R16C05‐G4* line (indicated in red). Alongside the two CRY^+^/ITP^−^ LN~d~s, two anteriorly located dorsal neurons (DN~1a~) are addressed per hemisphere. *R54D11‐G4* driver: (e) GFP expression (green) with nc82 neuropil staining (gray). (f) The driver includes the two only two ITP expressing clock neurons, the 5th s‐LN~v~ and one LN~d~ (indicated in red). BU, bulb; CA, calyx; LH, lateral horn; OL, optic lobe; PI, pars intercerebralis; SEZ, subesophageal zone. Scale bars = 50 µm](CNE-526-1209-g002){#cne24406-fig-0002}

The parental flies of the final crossing were transferred into new vials every 24 hr for seven consecutive days. Three heat shocks were applied for 45--60 min each at different developmental stages to each vial to induce Flp‐recombinase activity. The adult flies were dissected and the brains got immunolabeled with anti‐GFP, anti‐mCherry, and anti‐nc82 antibody‐solution (Table [2](#cne24406-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

###### 

Used primary and secondary antibodies

  Antibody                       Source                Final concentration   Host species   Reference
  ------------------------------ --------------------- --------------------- -------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  anti‐PDF‐C7                    DSHB                  1:4.000               Mouse          Deposited by J. Blau 2005 RRID: AB_760350
  anti‐TIM                       I. Edery              1:2.000               Rat            Sidote, Majercak, Parikh, and Edery, ( [1998](#cne24406-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}) RRID: AB_2315460
  anti‐CRY                       T. Todo               1:1.000               Rabbit         Yoshii et al. ( [2008](#cne24406-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}) RRID: AB_2314242
  anti‐ITP                       H. Dircksen           1:10.000              Rabbit         Dircksen, Tesfai, Albus, and Nässel, ( [2008](#cne24406-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}) RRID: AB_2315311
  nc82 (anti‐Brp)                MAB Hofbauerlibrary   1:100                 Mouse          Hofbauer ( [1991](#cne24406-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}) RRID: AB_2314041
  anti‐GFP                       Abcam                 1:2.000               Chicken        RRID: AB_300798
  anti‐mCherry                   ThermoScientific      1:2.000               Rat            RRID: AB_2536611
  AlexaFluor488 (anti‐chicken)   ThermoScientific      1:200                 Goat           RRID: AB_2534096
  AlexaFluor555 (anti‐mouse)     ThermoScientific      1:200                 Goat           RRID: AB_141780
  AlexaFluor568 (anti‐rat)       ThermoScientific      1:200                 Goat           RRID: AB_2534121
  AlexaFluor635 (anti‐rabbit)    ThermoScientific      1:200                 Goat           RRID: AB_2536186
  AlexaFluor647 (anti‐rabbit)    ThermoScientific      1:200                 Goat           RRID: AB_2535812
  AlexaFluor647 (anti‐mouse)     ThermoScientific      1:200                 Goat           RRID: AB_2535804

To reveal the post‐ and presynaptic sites of the neurons of interest, we crossed the *Gal4*‐drivers to *UAS‐*DenMark::mCherry (Nicolaï et al., [2010](#cne24406-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}) and *UAS*‐nSyb::EGFP (Zhang, Rodesch, & Broadie, [2002](#cne24406-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}), respectively. For analyzing the 5th s‐LN~v~ and the CRY^+^/ITP^+^ LN~d~, we first crossed *pdf*‐*G80* (Stoleru et al., [2004](#cne24406-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}) into the *R54D11‐G4* line, to restrict the reporter expression to the PDF‐negative cells only. Furthermore, we were able to specifically look at the synaptic sites of the CRY^−^ LN~d~s by combining the *DvPdf*‐*G4* driver with *cry‐G80* (Stoleru et al., [2004](#cne24406-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}) before crossing them to the reporter lines.

2.2. Immunohistochemical staining {#cne24406-sec-0004}
---------------------------------

After eclosion, the experimental flies were entrained to a LD cycle of 12:12 for 4--5 days. Subsequently, the flies were collected at ZT 23 (1 hr before lights on) and the whole animals were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) for 2.5 hr in darkness. After rinsing the flies with PBS (5 × 10 min), the brains were dissected in PBS containing 0.1% Triton‐X100 (PBT 0.1%, pH 7.4) before they were incubated in the blocking solution (5% normal goat serum, NGS, in PBT 0.5%) at 4°C overnight. At noon of the following day we transferred the brains into the primary antibody solution containing 5% NGS and 0.02% NaN~3~ in 0.5% PBT (for further information on which antibodies were used see Table [2](#cne24406-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}) and incubated for two nights at 4°C. After washing in PBT 0.1% (5 × 10 min), they were incubated in the secondary antibody solution (see Table [2](#cne24406-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"} for used antibodies) for 3 hr at room temperature. After incubation, the brains were washed in PBT 0.1% (3 × 10 min) and rinsed two more times for 10 min in PBS. Subsequently, all brains were aligned on a specimen slide and embedded in Vectashield 1000 mounting medium (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). The samples were stored at 4°C in darkness until scanning.

2.3. Confocal microscopy and image processing {#cne24406-sec-0005}
---------------------------------------------

Fluorescence protein expression and antibody staining was visualized with a Leica TCS SP8 confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) equipped with hybrid detectors, photon multiplier tube, and a white light laser for excitation, using the laser and detector settings as described in Shimosako et al. ([2014](#cne24406-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}). We used a 20‐fold glycerol immersion objective (HC PL APO, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar Germany) for whole mount scans and obtained confocal stacks with 2 µm z‐step size and 1024 × 512 pixels. For magnifications, we used a 63‐fold glycerol objective (HC PL APO, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar Germany) and scanned the brains with a resolution of 2048 × 2048 pixels and a slice‐thickness of 1 µm. For the PMT all focal planes were scanned four times and the frames were averaged to reduce background noise. The HyD were used with photon counting mode and each focal plane was scanned and accumulated four times. The obtained confocal stacks were maximum projected and analyzed with Fiji ImageJ (Schindelin et al., [2012](#cne24406-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}). Besides contrast, brightness and color scheme adjustments, no further manipulations were done to the confocal images, if not stated otherwise.

We used the Neuron2‐APP2 implementation from the vaa3D software package for the 3D reconstructions of single cells (Peng, Ruan, Long, Simpson, & Myers, [2010](#cne24406-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Peng, Bria, A., Zhou, Z., Iannello, G., & Long, [2014a](#cne24406-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}; Peng et al., [2014b](#cne24406-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Xiao & Peng, [2013](#cne24406-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}). The tracing files were imported and adjusted in Fiji and visualized via the 3D viewer plug‐In (Schmid, Schindelin, Cardona, Longair, & Heisenberg, [2010](#cne24406-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}). Sample alignment to the Janelia Farm Research Campus standard brain (JFRC2) was carried out in Fiji with the computational morphometry tool kit graphical user interface plug‐In (CMTK GUI, Rohlfing & Maurer, [2003](#cne24406-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}; Jefferis et al., [2007](#cne24406-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}).

2.4. Cell‐size estimation, statistical analysis and graphical editing {#cne24406-sec-0006}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

For the comparison of cell sizes among the different clock neurons, we measured the maximum diameter of identified cells in Fiji using the standard measurement tools. We exclusively measured cells that were labeled with cytosolic or membrane‐bound markers and where we could clearly identify the orientation and therefore the maximum diameter. Using a one‐way ANOVA under Bonferroni post‐hoc correction (α=0.05), cell size diameters were tested for significant differences. Statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS 23 (IBM, Chicago, IL) software after testing datasets for normal distribution (Shapiro‐Wilkinson test). Schematic overviews, graphs and figures were edited and arranged using CorelDRAW Graphics Suite X8 (Corel Corporation Ltd., Ottawa, Canada).

3. RESULTS {#cne24406-sec-0007}
==========

3.1. Characterization of the Gal4‐lines {#cne24406-sec-0008}
---------------------------------------

In order to analyze the morphology of the lateral clock neurons, we used suitable *Gal4*‐Lines and identified the included cells by their neurochemistry. From this screen, we selected four driver lines that cover all lateral clock neurons of *Drosophila melanogaster* (Table [1](#cne24406-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

The *Pdf‐G4* line is already well‐established and drives expression in the PDF expressing s‐LN~v~s and l‐LN~v~s (Renn et al., [1999](#cne24406-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}). The expression pattern of the *DvPdf‐G4* driver includes the PDF‐cells, the PDF‐negative 5th s‐LN~v~, and four LN~d~s per hemisphere (Bahn et al., [2009](#cne24406-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Guo, Cerullo, Chen, & Rosbash, [2014](#cne24406-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}), of which three lack CRY expression, whereas the fourth coexpresses CRY and ITP (Table [1](#cne24406-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}, Figure [2](#cne24406-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a,b).

The *R16C05‐G4* line drives expression in two dorsal neurons and in two, rarely in three, dorsolateral neurons (Figure [2](#cne24406-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}c). Four clock neurons per brain hemisphere could be identified by TIM immunoreactivity (Figure [2](#cne24406-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}d). The dorsal neurons, which expressed GFP, CRY, and TIM, were located in the anterior part of the brain, hence they were identified as DN1~a~ (Figure [2](#cne24406-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}c). Two TIM immunoreactive neurons were situated ventrally to the lateral horn in the dorsolateral brain. These neurons belong to the LN~d~ cell cluster and express CRY but not ITP. A third dorsolateral non‐clock neuron appears to be weakly GFP positive in some brains (asterisk in Figure [2](#cne24406-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}c), however, the soma of this neuron is smaller and therefore distinguishable from the dorsolateral clock cells and the projections are almost not visible due to the weak GFP expression. Additionally, there are two non‐clock cells innervating the subesophageal zone (SEZ) in the ventral brain, and sparse GFP signal in the optic lobes (OL; Figure [2](#cne24406-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}c).

Reporter expression with the *R54D11‐G4* line (Figure [2](#cne24406-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}e,f) was observed in the pars intercerebralis (PI), the SEZ, and in some small cells that were located anteriorly in the brain and innervate the bulb (BU; Figure [2](#cne24406-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}e). In addition, two neurons per brain hemisphere were also expressing GFP and could be identified as clock neurons by consistent labeling with TIM immunostaining. The two lateral clock neurons both express the circadian photoreceptor CRY and co‐labeling with PDF and TIM anti‐sera revealed that the ventrally located neuron is the PDF lacking 5th s‐LN~v~. To confirm this result and to further characterize the included CRY expressing LN~d~, we also co‐stained for the circadian clock component ITP, which is reported to be expressed by one LN~d~ and the 5th s‐LN~v~ exclusively among the clock cells (Johard et al., [2009](#cne24406-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). Actually both cells of interest were immunoreactive to ITP anti‐sera, showing that the *R54D11‐G4* line includes the 5th s‐LN~v~ and the ITP/CRY coexpresssing LN~d~.

3.2. Single cell morphology of the lateral clock neurons {#cne24406-sec-0009}
--------------------------------------------------------

### 3.2.1. Differences within the l‐LN~v~ cluster {#cne24406-sec-0010}

The morphology of the PDF expressing lateral clock neurons has already been described in detail (Helfrich‐Förster & Homberg, [1993](#cne24406-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Helfrich‐Förster, [1995](#cne24406-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Helfrich‐Förster et al., [2007](#cne24406-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). The M‐cells (PDF expressing LN~v~s) are a heterogeneous group of four small (s‐LN~v~s) and four large (l‐LN~v~s) ventrolateral neurons per brain hemisphere. The two subgroups show different projection patterns, but are considered to be indistinguishable within the sub clusters of s‐LN~v~s and l‐LN~v~s.

We used the *Pdf‐G4* driver line to address only the PDF expressing s‐ and l‐LN~v~s for analysis with the Flybow reporter system. Since the projection pattern of PDF‐cells is well known in respect to their location in the brain, we employed a commonly utilized PDF antibody for our counterstaining instead of a neuropil labeling compound, in order to examine whether the overall network looks regular.

Out of 275 brains with fluorescent protein expression in the s‐LN~v~s, only 14 brains showed individually labeled cells. Here we could not find any systematic morphological differences among them compared to the already known s‐LN~v~ projection pattern (described in detail by Helfrich‐Förster et al., [2007](#cne24406-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). In contrast the analysis of 166 single labeled l‐LN~v~s revealed a yet completely unknown morphological subclass of large ventrolateral clock neurons. One third of the analyzed l‐LN~v~s showed a restricted projection pattern on the surface of the ipsi‐ and contralateral ME compared to the so far described morphology (Figure [3](#cne24406-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c).

![Heterogenic morphology of the large ventrolateral neurons. (a, b) Expression of mCitrine (yellow) in a single l‐LN~v~ and its reconstruction (orange) showing the already described morphology. (c, d) mCitrine expression (yellow) and reconstruction (magenta) of a single l‐LNv showing the so far undescribed anatomy of a subtype of l‐LNvs ("extra" l‐LN~v~, l‐LN~v~x) and the morphological heterogeneity within this neuronal group. (e--h) Control staining for l‐LNv heterogeneity. Flybow reporter expression driven by *Pdf‐G4*: (e) Single l‐LNv expressing mTorquoise in the left brain hemisphere showing the newly found morphology. The cell in the right hemisphere (asterisk) is bleeding through from another channel, but all visible projections are stemming from the l‐LN~v~x. (f) Two l‐LN~v~s in the same brain expressed mCitrine (yellow), one cell in each hemisphere, showing the already described projection pattern. (g) Anti‐PDF staining showing the well‐characterized projection pattern of the PDF^+^ LN~v~s, confirming the structural integrity of the network. (h) Merge of the previous channels. (i, j) Projections of the l‐LN~v~s are extensively invading the serpentine layer of the medulla. The majority of l‐LN~v~ neurites run on the surface of the medulla (i; arrow in j), but a remarkable proportion is invading the serpentine layer (j). The boundary between the inner and outer layers can be seen in the dorsal and distal area of the medulla (indicated with arrowheads in j). (k) Schematic representation of the initial branching pattern of l‐LN~v~s. The primary projection (red) runs ventrally from the soma (black sphere) along the medial edge of the ipsilateral medulla and forms the ventral elongation of the accessory medulla (AME~vel~). A secondary fiber (blue) branches off from the initial projection, runs through the posterior optic commissure (POC) and is thereby connecting both hemispheres, to eventually arborize onto the surface of the contralateral ME. The fiber network on the ipsilateral ME is built by the branches of a third side‐projection (orange) which separates from the fiber that runs through the POC. Scale bars = 50 μm](CNE-526-1209-g003){#cne24406-fig-0003}

Due to the lack of further distinctive features we called the l‐LN~v~ with its newly found characteristics "extra" l‐LN~v~ (l‐LN~v~x) for the ease of discrimination. We think that there is only one l‐LN~v~x present in each hemisphere (10 single labeled l‐LN~v~x out of 166 analyzed l‐LN~v~s).

The majority of l‐LN~v~s (three out of four per hemisphere) show between four to five main projections on the surface of the ipsilateral ME. These projections originate from a side‐branch (yellow 3 in Figure [3](#cne24406-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}k) of the fiber that runs through the POC. In the contralateral hemisphere, between two and four main projections run onto the surface of the ME, which are further subdividing toward the distal part of the ME (Figure [3](#cne24406-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a,b). Both hemispheres are connected via a single projection of each l‐LN~v~ that runs through the POC without additional branching in the central brain (Figure [3](#cne24406-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}k).

The l‐LN~v~x shows the same initial branching pattern (shown in Figure [3](#cne24406-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}k) as the other l‐LN~v~s, but innervates only the proximal area of the ME surfaces (Figure [3](#cne24406-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c,e). The two ME branches (blue 2 and yellow 3 in Figure [4](#cne24406-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}k) bifurcate at the anteromedial edge of the ME, one branch runs ventrally whereas the other projects dorsally along the medial ME surface (Figure [3](#cne24406-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c).

![Projection pattern of the 5th s‐LNv and the ITP expressing LNd. (a) Overview of the 5th s‐LN~v~ expressing mCherry (magenta) and nc82 neuropil staining (gray). The part that was cut out for the 3D view (e, f) is shown by the dashed square. (b) Scheme of the 5th s‐LN~v~. (c‐d) Magnification. (e, f) Anterior‐lateral (e) and posterior‐lateral (f) view of the 5th s‐LN~v~. The optic lobe of the left hemisphere was partly cut out (as indicated in a) for a better view on the soma and the initial branching. (g--l) Morphology of the CRY^+^/ITP^+^ LN~d~. (g) Amplified mCherry expression (magenta) with nc82 neuropil staining (gray). The dashed square indicates the section that was cut out for the 3D view in (k) and (l). (h) Schematic overview of the same neuron. (i, j) Magnification. (k, l) Anterior‐lateral (k) and posterior‐lateral (l) view of the neuron and its location in the brain. The dorsal part of the left optic lobe was cut out (indicated in g) for improved visibility of the projections running toward the optic neuropils. Orientation of the brain (e, f and k, l) is declared by the coordinate system. a, anterior; d, dorsal; x, lateral axis. ME, medulla; LO, lobula; LOP, lobula plate; CA, calyx; AME, accessory medulla; PLP, posterior lateral protocerebrum; LH, lateral horn; SCL, superior clamp; ICL, inferior clamp; SLP, superior lateral protocerebrum; SMP, superior medial protocerebrum; MDC, middle dorsal commissure; SMP\`, superior medial protocerebrum of the contralateral hemisphere. Scale bars = 50 μm](CNE-526-1209-g004){#cne24406-fig-0004}

Both l‐LN~v~ types possess several fine fibers, originating from the first branching point, which invade the ipsilateral AME and proceed into the ME serpentine layer (Figure [3](#cne24406-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}j). Furthermore, both l‐LN~v~ subclasses contribute to the ventral elongation of the ipsilateral AME (AME~vel~, Figure [3](#cne24406-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a, c). Notably, the projection in the AME~vel~ of the l‐LN~v~x is not as far‐reaching as the one of the remaining l‐LN~v~s (Figure [3](#cne24406-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a, c). Therefore, the AME~vel~ of the l‐LN~v~x turns to the posterior part of the ME to a smaller extent compared to the residual l‐LN~v~s.

We can exclude the possibility that the morphology of the newly described l‐LN~v~x is due to optic lobe injury or impaired pathfinding, since we also obtained brains in which one l‐LN~v~x was individually labeled among few of the other l‐LN~v~s (Figure [3](#cne24406-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}e--h). In these brains, the remaining l‐LN~v~s show their characteristic projection pattern without any abnormalities of the network on the surface of the ME (Figure [3](#cne24406-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}f). Furthermore, the overall staining pattern against the PDF peptide was unaffected in flies where we found individually labeled l‐LN~v~x, showing that the overall network is intact and was not damaged during dissection of the brains (Figure [3](#cne24406-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}g).

### 3.2.2. Morphology of the 5th s‐LN~v~ {#cne24406-sec-0011}

The *DvPdf‐G4* and the *R54D11‐G4* driver lines were used to unravel the projection pattern of the so far poorly described 5th s‐LN~v~. By using the Flybow2.0B construct we received eight individually labeled 5th s‐LN~v~s. Despite most analyzed samples showed only sparse labeling, the majority of specimen had more than one cell expressing the same fluorescence protein. Nonetheless, tracing the entire projections of a neuron was still feasible in brains where only one additional cell was labeled by the same reporter. Hereby it was possible to analyze the morphology of in total 19 5th s‐LN~v~s.

The soma of the neuron is situated in the LCBR medially to the anterior part of the ME and lateral to the AVLP (rAVLPl, Figure [4](#cne24406-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a; Figure [5](#cne24406-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel). Only few fibers run onto the surface of the ME after invading the AME. Most projections run along the medial edge of the ME at the level of the serpentine layer, which gets invaded by several fine fibers. The projections exit the AME along the initial part of the POC and run to the posterior side of the brain around the PVLP Figure [4](#cne24406-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}d; Figure [5](#cne24406-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel). In the posterior brain, the main bundle leaves the POC and proceed dorsally into the PLP where the fibers start to branch. The neurites leave the POC either as a fascicle or as separate fibers, but there is always one main branch, that is slightly thicker than the others (Figure [5](#cne24406-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel). This main projection runs in parallel to the remaining fibers until it reaches the ventromedial LH (Figure [4](#cne24406-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}d). There it turns and proceeds more anteriorly through the SCL into the SLP and SMP. In the SMP the neurite turns even more anterior, runs through the MDC into the contralateral SMP and then turns back to the posterior part of the brain. From here, the main branch projects to the center of the contralateral SLP. The majority of varicose endings that branch off the dorsal main projection can be observed in the SMP of both hemispheres.

![Characteristic anatomical features of the ITP expressing lateral clock cells. 5th s‐LN~v~ single cell projection pattern rotated and viewed from different angles in 60° steps (upper two panels). In the plane view (0°) the main branch was labeled (red) and characteristic branches were numbered for further description (see maintext). For easier orientation, the dorsoventral midline is indicated (dashed blue line) and landmark fiber bundles are implied (POC, posterior optic commissure). Included neuropil structures are shown in dark green. The location of the cell body is highlighted in purple (rAVLPl). In the dorsal brain, the main projection reaches into the contralateral hemisphere via the middle dorsal commissure (MDC). Rotated ITP^+^ LNd single cell projection pattern (lower panels). The dorsal and ventral main projections were labeled (red and light green, respectively) and characteristic branches were numbered for detailed description (see maintext). The dorsoventral midline (dashed blue line) and landmark fiber bundles are indicated (AOT, POC). Like the 5th s‐LNv, the LN~d~s\' dorsal main projection is crossing the dorsoventral midline via the MDC (blue). AME, accessory medulla; AOT, anterior optic tract; rAVLPl; cell body rind lateral to the anterior ventrolateral protocerebrum; SCL, superior clamp; PED, mushroom body peduncle; rLHla, cell body rind lateroanterior to the lateral horn](CNE-526-1209-g005){#cne24406-fig-0005}

A fine neurite (1, Figure [5](#cne24406-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel) separates from the main branch in the SCL and runs ventrally to the SIP into the ventrolateral SMP, where it usually reconnects with the main branch. A secondary neurite (2, Figure [5](#cne24406-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel), which originates from the main projection in the lateral PLP, runs into the ventral LH and furcates into small fibers that are terminating in the LH. Another secondary fiber (3, Figure [5](#cne24406-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel) branches off from the main projection in the dorsolateral PLP, proceeding lateral via the PLP‐LOF to the LO.

The remaining neurites, which run through the PLP project to the dorsal brain in parallel to the main branch (4, Figure [5](#cne24406-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel). In the ventromedial LH, where the main branch turns to the anterior side, the other fibers proceed dorsal and run through the dorsolateral SCL into the SLP, where they are ending in close vicinity to the dorsal main branch.

### 3.2.3. Morphology of the ITP and CRY coexpresssing LN~d~ {#cne24406-sec-0012}

We employed two different *Gal4* lines to look at the arborization pattern of the only cell among the six LN~d~s that is expressing ITP. The *DvPdf‐G4* with a broad expression in the clock network and the *R54D11‐G4* with a more narrow expression in only two clock neurons, the 5th s‐LN~v~ and the LN~d~ of interest (Figure [2](#cne24406-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Previously, it was shown that this cell has two main branches, one invading the superior neuropils of the brain and one running ventrally toward the AME (Helfrich‐Förster et al., [2007](#cne24406-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Johard et al., [2009](#cne24406-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). However, it was not described whether it actually innervates the AME, nor if it is projecting into the contralateral hemisphere in the dorsal brain.

We obtained 12 single labeled ITP expressing LN~d~s of individual brains and, taken together with sparsely labeled brains, could analyze the morphology of 31 cells in detail.

The cell body of the neuron is situated at the posterior dorsolateral edge of the AVLP, close to the boundary between the anterior and posterior ventrolateral protocerebrum and in the LCBR, lateroanterior to the lateral horn (rLHla, Figure [4](#cne24406-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}j; Figure [5](#cne24406-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel). Dorsally to the soma runs the AOT and the LH starts to expand on the posterior side (Figure [4](#cne24406-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}j). Initially, the neuron projects medially around the AOT and is then proceeding dorsally on the anterior surface of the LH. The fiber runs around the LH to the posterior surface of the neuropil and branches there for the first time.

One main branch (AME branch, see Figure [5](#cne24406-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel) descends toward the AME and passes through the PLP, where it vastly branches. Three smaller neurites separate from the ventral main branch in the dorsal PLP. Two projections run medially, from which one encompasses the PED of the ipsilateral MB. The dorsal projection (1, Figure [5](#cne24406-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel) innervates the SCL, whereas the ventral one (2, Figure [5](#cne24406-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel) runs into the ICL. Another neurite proceeds more laterally (3, Figure [5](#cne24406-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel) and reaches from the PLP into the dorsomedial part of the LO via the PLP‐LOF. The AME branch leaves the PLP along the POC and projects to the anterior part of the brain, running along the posterior surface of the PVLP. In the anterior brain, at the level of the boundary between the PVLP and the AVLP, the ventral main projection branches into the AME and from here into the serpentine layer and onto the surface of the ME.

The second main projection (dorsal main branch, Figure [5](#cne24406-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel) originates from the initial branching in the LH and innervates the superior neuropils. The neurite runs in the posterior part of the brain and therefore only innervates the SLP and the SMP, but not the SIP. The fiber crosses the dorsoventral midline and reaches into the contralateral hemisphere via the MDC. In the contralateral brain hemisphere, the neurite innervates the SMP and terminates a few microns after entering into the SLP. The dorsal main branch shows varicose endings in the SMP of both brain hemispheres, most of them are in close vicinity to the dorsoventral midline near the PI.

A second dorsal projection (Figure [5](#cne24406-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel), which also originates from the initial branching point in the posterior LH, runs in parallel to the dorsal main branch, but slightly more ventral. The neurite branches into two fibers that leave the medial center of the LH. The fiber that runs more dorsal compared to the other, projects between the dorsal boundary of the SCL and the ventral boundary of the SLP, and terminates in the ventral part of the SLP. The ventral fiber runs in parallel but slightly more anterior in the brain. It also projects between the ventral SLP and the dorsal SCL, but it ends in the dorsomedial SCL, close to the posterior edge of the SIP.

### 3.2.4. Morphology of the two sNPF and CRY coexpressing LN~d~s {#cne24406-sec-0013}

The *R16C05‐G4* driver line was used to disentangle the projections of the sNPF and CRY containing LN~d~s from the remaining dorsolateral and dorsal clock neurons. In this driver line, only the two sNPF and CRY expressing LN~d~s and the DN~1a~s were addressed and there was almost no further *Gal4* expression in the adult central brain (see Figure [2](#cne24406-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}c). In total 101 sNPF/CRY coexpressing LN~d~s were analyzed, from which 17 were individually labeled.

The two cell bodies of the CRY expressing LN~d~s are located in close range to the other dorsolateral neurons and in most cases, all LN~d~s together form a distinct cluster. Therefore, the cell bodies of the two neurons are located in the rLHla as well, like the previously described ITP expressing LN~d~. The sNPF expressing cells also initially project medial, encompassing the AOT and then turn dorsal to run on the surface of the LH to the posterior side of the brain (Figure [6](#cne24406-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}d). On the posterior surface, the initial branch bifurcates at the dorsal boundary between the LH and the SLP.

![Morphology of the two sNPF^+^/CRY^+^ LN~d~s. (a) Depiction of one of the two CRY^+^ but ITP^‐^ LN~d~s labeled with mCherry antibody (magenta) shown together with a nc82 neuropil staining (gray). (b) Schematic overview. (c, d) Magnification. (e, f) Anterior‐lateral (e) and posterior lateral (f) view on the 3D brain. The orientation is indicated by the coordinate system. Rotated sNPF^+^/CRY^+^ LN~d~ (lower panel). The dorsal and ventral main branches are labeled (red and light green, respectively) and characteristic branches were numbered for further description in the maintext. The dorsoventral midline is indicated (dashed blue line), and landmark fiber bundles are implied (AOT) for easier orientation. Additional information on neuropil structures are shown in dark green, whereas the location of the cell body is highlighted in purple (rLHla). The dorsal main projection contibutes to the MDC (blue) and passes into the contralateral hemisphere. a, anterior; d, dorsal; x, lateral axis. AOTU, anterior optic tubercle; AOT; anterior optic tract; ME, medulla; LO, lobula; LOP, lobula plate; CA, calyx; PLP, posterior lateral protocerebrum; LH, lateral horn; SLP, superior lateral protocerebrum; SIP, superior intermediate protocerebrum; SMP, superior medial protocerebrum; MDC, middle dorsal commissure; SMP\`, superior medial protocerebrum of the contralateral hemisphere; rLHla, cell body rind lateroanterior to the lateral horn. Scale bars = 50 μm](CNE-526-1209-g006){#cne24406-fig-0006}

One branch descends toward, but does not innervate the ipsilateral AME (ventral branch, Figure [6](#cne24406-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel). It projects along the lateral edge of the PLP, terminating in close vicinity to the PLP‐LOF. On its way ventral, the fiber sends three fine projections to more medially located areas.

The first branch (1, Figure [6](#cne24406-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel) separates from the ventral branch on the posterior surface of the dorsal LH and terminates close to the dorsal main branch, after running through the LH.

The other two medial projections (2, 3, Figure [6](#cne24406-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel) branch off from the ventral fiber at the dorsoventral level of the PED and invade the posterior ventrolateral LH and posterior dorsolateral PLP.

The main projection in the dorsal brain trifurcates on the posterior surface of the lateral SLP shortly after the initial branching. The thinner side branch (4 in Figure [6](#cne24406-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel) runs anteriorly on the surface of the SLP and passes into the anterior optic tubercle (AOTU).

Most projections remain in the dorsal part of the central brain (Figure [6](#cne24406-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}a). After the trifurcation of the dorsal main branch, the two thicker main branches run in parallel toward the dorsoventral midline. The more ventrally proceeding projection vastly branches in the SLP and SMP with most varicose terminals located at the ipsilateral, medial border of the SMP. This branch does not pass into the contralateral hemisphere. One projection branches off in the SLP and runs through the SCL into the SMP, also terminating very close to the medial border of the ipsilateral SMP (5 in Figure [6](#cne24406-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel). Another side branch of the ventrally proceeding dorsal main projection separates in the lateral SMP and projects anteriorly and laterally to reach into the dorsomedial part of the SIP (6 in Figure [6](#cne24406-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel).

The more dorsally located main fiber hardly branches in the ipsilateral hemisphere, but crosses the dorsoventral midline via the MDC and innervates the medial and center part of the contralateral SMP (Figure [6](#cne24406-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}d).

### 3.2.5. The morphology of the three CRY lacking LN~d~s {#cne24406-sec-0014}

The projection pattern of the CRY absent LN~d~s was analyzed by using the Flybow2.0B reporter in combination with the *DvPdf‐G4* driver, which includes all three CRY lacking cells (see Figure [2](#cne24406-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b). This combination provided 30 individually labeled non‐CRY LN~d~s and a total of 56 neurons for analysis (individually labeled cells and sparsely labeled brains).

The cell bodies of these neurons cluster with the other LN~d~s, situated dorsally to the AVLP in the rLHla (Figure [7](#cne24406-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel). The initial projection runs around the AOT and proceeds dorsally on the anterior surface of the LH (Figure [7](#cne24406-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel). It grows along the surface of the LH to the posterior side of the brain, where it turns medially to run into the superior neuropils (Figure [7](#cne24406-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}).

![Neuroanatomy of the three CRY‐negative LN~d~s. (a) Exemplary overview of one of the three CRY^−^ LN~d~s, labeled with an antisera against mCherry (magenta) and costained for the neuropils with nc82 (gray). (b) Scheme of a CRY^−^ LN~d~. (c, d) Magnification. (e, f) Anterior‐lateral (e) and posterior‐lateral (f) view. Projection pattern rotated and viewed from different angles in 60° steps (lower panel). Characteristic branches are numbered for further description in the maintext and landmark fiber bundles are implied in orange (AOT). Neuropil structures are shown in dark green and the location of the cell body is highlighted in purple (rLHla). The projections do not cross the dorsoventral midline and are restricted to the ipsilateral brain hemisphere (see also a and d). a, anterior; d, dorsal; x, lateral axis. AOT, anterior optic tract; ME, medulla; LO, lobula; LOP, lobula plate; CA, calyx; PLP, posterior lateral protocerebrum; LH, lateral horn; SLP, superior lateral protocerebrum; SIP, superior intermediate protocerebrum; SMP, superior medial protocerebrum; MDC, middle dorsal commissure; SMP\`, superior medial protocerebrum of the contralateral hemisphere; rLHla, cell body rind lateroanterior to the lateral horn. Scale bars = 50 μm](CNE-526-1209-g007){#cne24406-fig-0007}

The first side branch (1, Figure [7](#cne24406-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel) leaves the main projection at the posterior dorsolateral edge of the SLP and runs into the same neuropil. The second side branch (2, Figure [7](#cne24406-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel) separates from the main branch slightly more posterior and medial as compared to the first. This fiber projects along the posterior boundary between the LH and the SLP, terminating very close to the MB calyx (Ca).

The main tract bifurcates on the posterior surface of the SLP and continues in two fibers that run in parallel toward the dorsoventral midline (Figure [7](#cne24406-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}d). The dorsal fiber does not ramify before it reaches into the SMP. Most of its branching occurs in the medial ipsilateral SMP, close to the dorsoventral border of the two hemispheres.

The more ventrally located main projection already starts to branch in the SLP, but most of the ramifications can be observed in the SMP (Figure [7](#cne24406-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}d). Additionally, one projection separates from the ventral main branch in the SMP, turns laterally, and runs anterior into the dorsal SIP (Figure [7](#cne24406-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}).

The CRY lacking LN~d~s are the only cells of the dorsolateral clock neuron cluster that do not cross the dorsoventral midline to pass into the contralateral brain hemisphere (Figure [7](#cne24406-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}a).

3.3. Relation of the lateral clock neurons that comprise the E‐oscillator {#cne24406-sec-0015}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The innervation pattern of each individually labeled neuron was described by reference to the nc82 neuropil staining (see Table [3](#cne24406-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}). After analyzing the projection pattern of the E‐cells, the most representatives were registered to the Janelia Farm standard brain model (Jenett et al., [2012](#cne24406-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}; see Figure [8](#cne24406-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}) to make them comparable to available data from other sources. Besides the individually labeled neurons, we obtained numerous brains where more than one cell was tagged by a particular fluorescence protein. These brains confirmed the results from the single cell registrations to the template brain and further allowed us to analyze the relation of the single clock cells in their native coordinate space.

###### 

Innervation pattern of the E‐cells

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Neuropil/\               ME   AME   PLP   LH    SCL   ICL   AOTU   SLP   SIP   SMP   MDC   SMP\'   SIP\'   SLP\'
  Neuron                                                                                                     
  ------------------------ ---- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ------ ----- ----- ----- ----- ------- ------- -------
  sNPF^+^ LN~d~ (*n*=17)   ‐    ‐     ++    +++   ++    ‐     +++    +++   ++    +++   \+    +++     ‐       ‐

  ITP^+^ LN~d~ (*n*=12)    \+   +++   +++   ++    \+    ++    ‐      +++   ‐     +++   \+    +++     ‐       \+

  5th s‐LN~v~ (*n*=8)      ++   +++   +++   ++    \+    \+    ‐      \+    ‐     ++    \+    ++      ‐       \+

  CRY^−^ LN~d~ (*n*=30)    ‐    ‐     ‐     \+    ‐     ‐     ‐      ++    ++    +++   ‐     ‐       ‐       ‐
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Abbreviations were used as previously described. Commissures are highlighted in gray. *n* = number of individually labeled cells for analysis. + non‐branching projections, ++ bifurcating projections, +++ vastly branching projections.

![Reconstructions of representative single cell projections registered to the Janelia Farm standard brain (Jenett et al., [2012](#cne24406-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}) and innervation map. Neuronal subgroups that build different E‐oscillator subunits either show the same (E1 and E3) or highly comparable innervation patterns, even though they belong to different clock neuron subgroups, like the neurons of E2. (a--d) Exemplary reconstructions of the single cell projection patterns of the lateral clock neurons that comprise the E‐oscillator. (a) Two LN~d~s per brain hemisphere express the circadian photoreceptor Cryptochrome (CRY) and the short neuropeptide F (sNPF). The two neurons comprise the E1‐oscillator subunit and are not distinguishable from each other in respect to their morphology or neurochemical content. (b, c) The E2‐oscillator is built by two neurons that belong to different clock neuron subclusters, and their cell bodies are located in discrete areas of the brain. The LN~d~ and the 5th s‐LN~v~ both co‐express CRY and ITP and show a similar innervation pattern (see f), although they belong to different neuronal subgroups (ventrolateral neurons and dorsolateral neurons, respectively). There is only one cell of each of those neurons per brain hemisphere. (d) The E3‐oscillator subunit consists of three CRY^−^ LN~d~s per brain hemisphere that are morphologically equal. The only criteria for discrimination is the expression of neuropeptide F (NPF) by two of the three E3 cells (Johard et al., [2009](#cne24406-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). (e) Superposition of single E‐cell subtypes onto the Janelia Farm standard brain. (f) Innervation map based on the projection pattern of individually analyzed lateral clock neurons (see Table [3](#cne24406-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}). ME, medulla; AME, accessory medulla; PLP, posterior lateral protocerebrum; ICL, inferior clamp; SCL, superior clamp; AOTU, anterior optic tubercle; LH, lateral horn; SLP, superior lateral protocerebrum; SIP, superior intermediate protocerebrum; SMP, superior medial protocerebrum; SMP\`, contralateral SMP; SIP\`, contralateral SIP; SLP\`, contralateral SLP](CNE-526-1209-g008){#cne24406-fig-0008}

The cells that form an oscillator subunit (E1--E3, see introduction) also show a similar projection pattern. Only the E2 subunit consists of neurons that are morphologically distinguishable from each other, mainly due to the location of their somata and in part because of single characteristic projections (Figure [4](#cne24406-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}c, i). The overall innervation pattern of the two E2 cells only differs in the innervation of the ICL (Figure [8](#cne24406-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}f). On the contrary, the remaining two E‐oscillator units are comprised of cells from the same neuronal subgroup (CRY^+^ or CRY^−^ LN~d~s), which are identical within their respective oscillator subunit. All CRY expressing lateral E‐cells are highly overlapping in the PLP and in the superior neuropils also with the CRY lacking LN~d~s (Figure [8](#cne24406-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}e). The ITP expressing cells furthermore coinvade the AME with closely related fibers.

3.4. Identification of putative input and output sites of lateral clock neurons {#cne24406-sec-0016}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After the single cell characterization of the lateral clock neurons\' morphology, we went on to use the obtained knowledge to identify putative input and output sites. In order to label the pre‐ and postsynaptic projections, three different reporter lines were employed. The UAS‐DenMark (Nicolaï et al., [2010](#cne24406-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}) is a dendritic marker (ICAM5/Telencephalin) tagged with the red fluorescence protein mCherry and specifically labels the somatodendritic compartment. For unravelling putative input sites, we used a presynaptic vesicle marker tagged with EGFP (UAS‐nSyb::EGFP, neuronal Synaptobrevin::EGFP; Zhang et al., [2002](#cne24406-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}). For each condition, 10 brains were analyzed.

### 3.4.1. The ITP expressing cells {#cne24406-sec-0017}

Reporter expression with *R54D11*‐*G4*/*pdf‐G80* was only found in neurons of interest (ITP^+^ LN~d~ and 5th s‐LN~v~) and in the subesophageal zone, belonging to non‐clock neurons (Figure [2](#cne24406-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}e). Due to the vast overlap of the projections stemming from the ITP expressing LN~d~ and the 5th s‐LN~v~, separation and assignment of the single projections was only possible in respect to the single‐cell data and by going through the confocal stacks slice by slice. The nature of nSyb labeling hampered the segmentation and the assignment of the signal to specific projections, nevertheless, we were able to track some neurites from their origin at the cell body until they reach the superior neuropils. The two E2 cells presumably possess presynaptic sites in the AME and on the extensions reaching into the M7 margin of the ME (Figure [9](#cne24406-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}c, d). We observed weak GFP expression in the PLP, most likely from neurites of both, 5th s‐LN~v~ and the ITP producing LN~d~. Almost no presynaptic vesicle marker was expressed in the lateral and intermediate superior neuropils, but strong labeling occurred in the SMP, where the projections of both hemispheres are vastly overlapping (Figure [9](#cne24406-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}a).

![Post‐ and presynaptic sites of the ITP expressing LN~d~ together with the 5th s‐LN~v~. (a) *UAS‐nSyb* expression (green) of *R54D11‐G4/pdf‐G80* brains shows putatively presynaptic sites and (b) *UAS‐DenMark* (magenta) driven by the same *Gal4/Gal80* combination reveals the postsynaptic projections of the ITP^+^ LN~d~ and the 5th s‐LN~v~. (c, d) Schematic overview of the 5th s‐LNv\'s (c) and the ITP^+^ LN~d~\'s (d) polarity with presynaptic sites in green and postsynaptic sites in magenta. The fascicle which runs from the posterior lateral protocerebrum (PLP) to the lobula (LO) was exclusively labeled with the postsynaptic marker (left arrow in both overviews). Both cells possess characteristic postsynaptic fibers that are only present in the respective cell type (right arrow in both overviews). ITP, ion transport peptide; LH, lateral horn; SLP,superior lateral protocerebrum; SMP, superior medial protocerebrum; CA, calyx; LOP, lobula plate; ME, medulla. Scale bars = 50 μm](CNE-526-1209-g009){#cne24406-fig-0009}

Interpreting the signal from the Telencephalin::mCherry (TLN, DenMark) reporter in *R54D11‐G4* brains was easier, since we could easily follow the projections with reference to the single cell morphological data. The addressed clock neurons (5th s‐LN~v~ and LN~d~) both have postsynaptic terminals in the AME, although there are fewer fibers labeled as compared to the nSyb::GFP (Figure [9](#cne24406-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}a, b). In the PLP and the SCL postsynaptic sites could be identified originating from both neuron types. The projections of the two neurons that contribute to the PLP‐LOF could only be seen with the DenMark reporter, but not with nSyb::GFP (Figure [9](#cne24406-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}a, b, left arrow in c, d). The postsynaptic neurites in the dorsolateral part of the brain could be allocated to the 5th s‐LN~v~ (indicated by the upper right arrow in Figure [9](#cne24406-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}d).

### 3.4.2. The sNPF expressing LN~d~s {#cne24406-sec-0018}

With the *R16C05‐G4* driver line and *UAS*‐nSyb::EGFP only the presynaptic vesicles of two DN~1a~ and the two sNPF/CRY coexpressing LN~d~s were labeled (Figure [10](#cne24406-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}a). The single‐cell studies helped to disentangle and assign the projections of the different neurons labeled by the synaptic markers. In the two LN~d~s, the tagged presynaptic protein was found in the somata and in the initial projection running around the LH (Figure [10](#cne24406-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}a). We observed weak expression in the projections in the SLP and PLP, but more strongly labeled vesicles in the AOTU (Figure [10](#cne24406-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}a). The strongest labeling with nSyb::EGFP occurred in the terminals in the SMP, where the projections of the LN~d~s of both hemispheres overlap (Figure [10](#cne24406-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}a). Note that the fibers, running through the MDC and connecting both hemispheres, are also putatively presynaptic (Figure [10](#cne24406-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}a). The signal posterior to the AOTU, close to the mushroom body CA, and the fiber running through the PLP into the AME belongs to the DN~1a~ in the dorsal brain (Figure [10](#cne24406-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}a). Labeling in the subesophageal zone belongs to non‐clock neurons (see Figure [2](#cne24406-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a).

![Post‐ and presynaptic sites of the ITP‐negative LN~d~s. (a) Expression of *R16C05‐G4/UAS‐nSyb* (green) to reveal putative presynaptic arborizations of the CRY^+^ LN~d~s together with the DN~1a~. (b) *R16C05‐G4/UAS‐DenMark* expression (magenta) in the postsynaptic branches of the CRY^+^ LN~d~s and the DN~1a~. The soma of a non‐clock cell can be seen at the lateral edge of the lateral horn (asterisk), but the marker expression in the neurites was too weak to interfere with the identification of clock cell projections. (c) Schematic overview of the polarity of CRY^+^ LN~d~s with postsynaptic sites in magenta and presynaptic sites in green. The projection on the surface of the lateral horn (LH) expressed the presynaptic marker (green arrows), but the majority of the arborizations in the ipsilateral superior brain regions could only be seen with the postsynaptic marker. (d--f) Post‐ and presynaptic sites of the CRY^−^ LN~d~s. (d) *UAS‐nSyb* (green) expression shows putative presynaptic sites in the brains of *DvPdf‐G4/cry‐G80* flies and (e) *UAS‐DenMark* (magenta) revealed the postsynaptic arborizations. *Cry‐G80* did not sufficiently suppress the reporter expression in the PDF^+^ LN~v~s, but worked in the ITP^+^ LNd and the 5th s‐LN~v~. (f) Schematic overview of the post‐ and presynaptic sites of the CRY^−^ LN~d~s in magenta and green, respectively. CRY, cryptochrome; PLP, posterior lateral protocerebrum; AOTU, anterior optic tubercle; SLP, superior lateral protocerebrum; CA, calyx; LO, lobula; LOP, lobula plate; ME, medulla. All scale bars = 50 μm](CNE-526-1209-g010){#cne24406-fig-0010}

The postsynaptic reporter TLN::mCherry was localized in the complete ipsilateral projections of the sNPF and CRY expressing LN~d~s (Figure [10](#cne24406-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}b), indicating that some sites are pre‐ and postsynaptic. We observed strong reporter expression in the somata and even labeling of the somatodendritic compartment. The sNPF/CRY producing LN~d~s\' postsynaptic projections can be seen in the PLP, LH and in the superior neuropils, as well as in the fiber that runs anteriorly into the SLP (Figure [10](#cne24406-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}b). Notably, there was no reporter signal in the MDC, suggesting that these cells have postsynaptic sites only ipsilateral (Figure [10](#cne24406-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}b).

### 3.4.3. The CRY lacking LN~d~s {#cne24406-sec-0019}

In order to analyze the putative in‐ and output‐sites of the CRY lacking LN~d~s, we crossed the *DvPdf‐G4* driver to the respective reporters and utilized the *Gal4*‐repressor *cry*‐*G80*, hoping to restrict the reporter expression only to those cells in which CRY is absent. Unfortunately, we found that the *cry*‐*G80* construct does not sufficiently suppress the reporter expression in the PDF‐cells (as reported in Guo et al., [2014](#cne24406-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). However, *Gal4* repression worked for the remaining CRY expressing LNs (5th s‐LN~v~ and ITP^+^ LN~d~), which would otherwise impede the analysis due to the vast overlap of their projections. The presynaptic vesicle marker labeled the cytoplasm of the three LN~d~s without CRY expression, as well as their terminals in the SMP close to the dorsoventral midline (Figure [10](#cne24406-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}d, f). In contrast to the presynaptic marker, labeling with the TLN::mCherry occurred over the entire neuronal structure, suggesting that they get input from various dorsal clock neurons, which are branching in the superior neuropils (Figure [10](#cne24406-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}e, f).

3.5. Comparison of estimated cell diameters {#cne24406-sec-0020}
-------------------------------------------

For the simple reason that nine out of 15 lateral clock neurons are not only named due to their location in the brain, but also after the relative size of their soma (s‐LN~v~s, l‐LN~v~s, and 5th s‐LN~v~), we ascertained the maximal cell diameter of individually labeled clock neurons and compared them to each other (see Figure [11](#cne24406-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}). Surprisingly, we found that the 5th s‐LN~v~ is considerably larger compared to the remaining, PDF expressing s‐LN~v~s (9.60 ± 0.88 µm to 7.01 ± 0.66 µm, see Figure [11](#cne24406-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}). However, it was very interesting to see, that the 5th s‐LN~v~ and the ITP expressing LN~d~, which are a functional unit, have comparable cell diameters (9.60 ± 0.88 µm and 9.44 ± 1.11 µm, respectively). Solely the l‐LN~v~s have been found to be significantly larger as the 5th s‐LN~v~ (11.07 ± 1.42 µm to 9.60 ± 0.88 µm). On the other side there was no statistical difference in cell diameters between the 5th s‐LN~v~ and the newly described l‐LN~v~x (9.60 ± 0.88 µm to 9.31 ± 0.88 µm). The PDF producing s‐LN~v~s fall in line with the dorsal neurons in the anterior brain (DN~1a~; 7.01 ± 0.66 µm and 6.76 ± 0.88 µm, respectively). The analysis of the cell diameters again substantiates the heterogeneity of the dorsolateral clock neurons. Each subtype of LN~d~s is showing a significantly different cell diameter (ITP^+^ LN~d~: 9.44 ± 1.11 µm; CRY^+^ LN~d~s: 8.15 ± 1.14 µm; CRY^−^ LN~d~s: 7.52 ± 0.97 µm).

![Comparison of the estimated cell diameters of clock neurons. A one way ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni correction was performed for statistical testing. Contrary to the current nomenclature the 5th s‐LN~v~ shows the third largest cell diameter, surpassed in size only by the l‐LN~v~s and the ITP^+^ LN~d~ (not significant) and it is significantly larger than the PDF^+^ s‐LN~v~s. Significant differences are indicated with different letters. The same letter means that there was no statistical disparity in cell diameter between the cell types. All indicated differences were highly significant with *p* \< .01. CRY, cryptochrome; ITP, ion transport peptide. Scale bar = 50 μm](CNE-526-1209-g011){#cne24406-fig-0011}

While comparing the estimated cell sizes we noticed that particular cell types had membrane appendages at their cell bodies (Figure [12](#cne24406-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"} upper row). These membrane outgrowths were restricted to the CRY expressing E‐cells and were consistently labeled with the DenMark reporter (Figure [12](#cne24406-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"}). The smaller CRY^−^ LN~d~s had rather smooth somata surfaces (Figure [12](#cne24406-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"}).

![Comparison of the soma morphology of the E‐cells. In contrast to the CRY^−^ LN~d~s, the somata of all the CRY expressing E‐cells possess small membrane‐appendages. The same appendages can be seen with *DenMark* expression, suggesting that these varicosities are likely postsynaptic. CRY, cryptochrome; ITP, ion transport peptide. Scale bars = 10 μm](CNE-526-1209-g012){#cne24406-fig-0012}

4. DISCUSSION {#cne24406-sec-0021}
=============

We conducted the current study with respect to three central questions. First and foremost we wanted to scrutinize the morphological characteristics and differences of the single neurons within the subgroups of LNs particularly with regard to the cells that comprise the E‐oscillator (i.e., 5th s‐LN~v~s, CRY^+^ LN~d~s, and CRY^−^ LN~d~s). The second object of research was to comment on the assumed innervation of the AME by all CRY expressing LN~d~s, based on the lack of means in earlier studies to reliably dissect the overlapping neurites of individual cells. The final aim was to provide a complementary overview of putative post‐ and presynaptic sites of the LNs to identify candidate regions where downstream neurons of the clock might be located nearby, and where clock neurons might be in direct contact to each other.

4.1. The l‐LN~v~s are a heterogenic group of clock neurons with distinct arborization patterns {#cne24406-sec-0022}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The classification of the l‐LN~v~s as M‐oscillators is a controversely discussed fact (e.g., Beuchle, Jaumouille, & Nagoshi, [2012](#cne24406-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Abruzzi, Chen, Nagoshi, Zadina, & Rosbash, [2015](#cne24406-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}). Though, the release of high levels of PDF which acts directly on E‐cells to control the phasing of the evening activity peak independently from s‐LN~v~ signaling (Cusumano et al., [2009](#cne24406-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Potdar & Sheeba, [2012](#cne24406-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}; Schlichting et al., [2016](#cne24406-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}), as well as the described role of l‐LN~v~s in the control of sleep and arousal (Parisky et al., [2008](#cne24406-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}; Sheeba, Gu, Sharma, O\'Dowd, & Holmes, [2008](#cne24406-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}; Gmeiner et al., [2013](#cne24406-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}) justifies this assumption.

By utilizing the Flybow multicolor technique we could demonstrate for the first time that the current subdivision of M‐cells into s‐ and l‐LN~v~s is too simplified and we introduced the term l‐LN~v~x for a newly described morphological subclass of l‐LN~v~s. Our results indicate that there is only one l‐LN~v~x opposing to three regular l‐LN~v~s per brain hemisphere. Either l‐LN~v~ subtype shows a similar initial branching pattern, which has already been described by Park and Griffith ([2006](#cne24406-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}) based on fluorescence dye‐fills. The small number of backfilled neurons in their study, however, could not reveal the presence of the l‐LN~v~x and our approach, using membrane targeted fluorescence proteins is considerably superior in order to expose the neuronal structure in its entirety. Likewise we report first that l‐LN~v~ and l‐LN~v~x projections, originating from the primary ventral branch, are extensively invading the serpentine layer of the ipsilateral ME and that these projections colocalize with fibers from the ITP‐expressing E‐cells (5th s‐LN~v~ and one LN~d~). The E‐cell‐, as well as the l‐LN~v~ neurites in this region were responsive to n‐Syb and DenMark labeling, supporting the findings of Schlichting et al. ([2016](#cne24406-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}), who were the first to demonstrate a direct functional link between the l‐LN~v~s and the E‐cells in the adjacently located AME. In the same study, the authors conclude that l‐LN~v~ PDF‐signaling to the NPF and ITP expressing E‐cells gets more important for proper timing of the E‐activity peak with increasing day lengths, suggesting a functional relevant disparity between s‐ and l‐LN~v~ secreted PDF (Schlichting et al., [2016](#cne24406-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}). Hence they provided evidence for an important link between the neurons that our study focused on (l‐LN~v~s and E‐cells).

Due to the shared initial branching and projection pattern, both l‐LN~v~ subclasses contribute to the ipsilateral AME~vel~, even though the individual l‐LN~v~s project further along the ventral edge to the posterior side and thereby proceed toward the distal ME more often. The strikingly different projection pattern on the surface of the ipsi‐ and contralateral ME is the more apparent disparity. The regular l‐LN~v~s project in the accustomed manner (Helfrich‐Förster et al., [2007](#cne24406-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}), forming a network that covers the surface of the ME of both hemispheres. As already described by Helfrich‐Förster et al. ([2007](#cne24406-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}), the main target area of the l‐LN~v~s is the distal ME, where the fibers are densely running along the lateral edge. In contrast, the outstanding l‐LN~v~x exclusively invades the dorsomedial and ventromedial surface of the ME, indicating that these cells might have a unique function among the l‐LN~v~s. This indication strengthens the necessity of anatomical single cell studies to provide valuable reference to push our understanding of complex neuronal networks, not only on the anatomical, but also on the functional level.

4.2. The E‐oscillator can be subdivided according to their morphology and function {#cne24406-sec-0023}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Thanks to the widely utilized antibody against synthetic β‐PDH, the anatomy of the PDF expressing LN~v~s could be described early on and they were the first clock neurons in *Drosophila* with a revealed projection pattern (Helfrich‐Förster & Homberg, [1993](#cne24406-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). In contrast, the morphology of the LN~d~s remained elusive for more than one additional decade, until Helfrich‐Förster and her colleagues provided the first decent description of *Drosophila*\'s clock network (Helfrich‐Förster et al., [2007](#cne24406-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Yoshii et al., [2008](#cne24406-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}; Johard et al., [2009](#cne24406-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). Whether the CRY expressing LN~d~s make contact with other clock neurons in the AME is a central question that remained unanswered by previous studies and therefore was one of our main interests. We furthermore endeavored to clarify of potential refined morphological differences among the CRY expressing LN~d~s, according to the different functions they are attributed with (Rieger et al., [2006](#cne24406-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}; Shafer et al., [2006](#cne24406-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}; Yao & Shafer, [2014](#cne24406-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}).

Our study is the first, demonstrating that the functional subdivision of the LN~d~s is reflected in their morphology. The projections of the two ITP lacking, CRY producing LN~d~s (those are the sNPF expressing LN~d~s, Johard et al., [2009](#cne24406-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}), that are strongly coupled to the s‐LN~v~ output via PDFR signaling (Yao & Shafer, [2014](#cne24406-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}), do not reach far enough ventrally to possibly invade the AME and make direct contact with other clock cells there. Our results are further indicating that there is no structural difference between the two sNPF expressing cells.

According to the current working model of peptidergic unit composition of *Drosophila*\'s clock, the ITP expressing LN~d~ is assigned to another oscillator unit (E2), which also includes the 5th s‐LN~v~. The two ITP expressing clock neurons have never been shown separately before and we were surprised by their remarkable resemblance as it was generally assumed that the 5th s‐LN~v~ would look like the PDF containing s‐LN~v~s. Instead, the ITP clock cells show an almost identical projection pattern, reflecting their functional similarity. Our detailed study clearly demonstrates that out of all LN~d~s, solely the ITP expressing one is invading the AME. Among the E‐cells, innervation of the AME is an exclusive feature of the E2 subunit.

For the CRY lacking LN~d~s it has already been assumed that they would not project ventrally toward the AME. However, with the current study we showed for the first time that (a) the CRY lacking LN~d~s\' projections are indeed restricted to the superior neuropils only, (b) there is no systematic morphological difference between those neurons and (c) these are the only E‐cells that do not cross the dorsoventral midline into the contralateral hemisphere.

Overall, this is the first work providing clear evidence for a morphological subdivision of the E‐oscillator that is in line with the already described functional subunits.

4.3. The 5th s‐LN~v~: a LN~d~ in disguise {#cne24406-sec-0024}
-----------------------------------------

Although the 5th s‐LN~v~ has always stood out from the other s‐LN~v~s, as it is the only one without PDF expression, it has been assumed that all s‐LN~v~s share a similar projection pattern. This assumption has now proven to be false and the soma size on its own already discriminates the 5th from the other s‐LN~v~s. In the previous parts, we already discussed morphological and functional similarities of the 5th s‐LN~v~ and the ITP expressing LN~d~, once more raising the question whether the 5th s‐LN~v~ might in fact belong to the LN~d~s rather than to the s‐LN~v~s.

In conclusion, neurochemical content (Helfrich‐Förster, [1995](#cne24406-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Kaneko, Helfrich‐Förster, & Hall, [1997](#cne24406-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}), observed function (Rieger et al., [2006](#cne24406-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}; Im, Li, & Taghert, [2011](#cne24406-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}; Yao & Shafer, [2014](#cne24406-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}), as well as developmental studies (Helfrich‐Förster et al., [2007](#cne24406-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Liu, Mahesh, Houl, & Hardin, [2015](#cne24406-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}) already argue against classifying the 5th LN~v~ as a s‐LN~v~, since this might imply similarities with the PDF expressing cells. So far, it has been assumed that the 5th s‐LN~v~ would at least have the same projection pattern as the remaining PDF containing s‐LN~v~s, justifying the nomenclature despite all this. However, the findings of our study, which revealed the morphological differences of the 5th s‐LN~v~ to the PDF cells on one hand, and the striking similarities with the ITP expressing LN~d~ on the other, opens the discussion whether the nomenclature of the 5th s‐LN~v~ is still applicable. This becomes even more questionable with respect to the measurements of the clock neuron somata sizes. We demonstrated that, once again, the 5th s‐LN~v~ is more comparable to the ITP expressing LN~d~ and significantly larger than the s‐LN~v~s. Actually, the 5th s‐LN~v~ is on average the same size as the l‐LN~v~x and only slightly smaller than the other l‐LN~v~s. This means even the relative cell size of the 5th s‐LN~v~ argues against naming it "small." In terms of classical nomenclature, which referred to the size and location of the cell body, the 5th s‐LN~v~ would have to be called "5th l‐LN~v~" correctly. This, however, would be as misleading as the current nomenclature. To nonetheless emphasize the unique character of the 5th s‐LN~v~ and to differentiate them from the other LN~v~s, we propose to refer to this neuron as the "5th LN~v~", since this would correctly name the location without implying any further commonalities with other LN~v~s. The designation "5th" would still be correct in various respects, as it is one of the five early LN~v~ pacemaker neurons. As there are four l‐LN~v~s and four s‐LN~v~s, it would still be the "5th" neuron, regardless of which cluster it would have theoretically been assigned to.

4.4. The network and its putative connections {#cne24406-sec-0025}
---------------------------------------------

Even before this study, it has been well established that the clock neurons form a vastly overlapping network (Helfrich‐Förster, [2003](#cne24406-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Helfrich‐Förster et al., [2007](#cne24406-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}), which integrates multisensory inputs (e.g., light and temperature cues) from the environment (Helfrich‐Förster et al., [2002](#cne24406-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}; Yoshii, Sakamoto, & Tomioka, [2002](#cne24406-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}; Yoshii et al., [2005](#cne24406-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}; Busza, Murad, & Emery, [2007](#cne24406-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Yoshii et al., [2008](#cne24406-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}; Veleri, Rieger, Helfrich‐Förster, & Stanewsky, [2007](#cne24406-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}; Picot, Klarsfeld, Chélot, Malpel, & Rouyer, [2009](#cne24406-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}; Sehadova et al., [2009](#cne24406-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}; Yoshii, Vanin, Costa, & Helfrich‐Förster, [2009](#cne24406-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}; Kaneko et al., [2012](#cne24406-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Buhl et al., [2016](#cne24406-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Harper, Dayan, Albert, & Stanewsky, [2016](#cne24406-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Tang et al., [2017](#cne24406-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}). Although *Drosophila*\'s clock has been shown to have an implication on the fly\'s metabolism (Xu, Zheng, & Sehgal, [2008](#cne24406-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}; Xu, DiAngelo, Hughes, Hogenesch, & Sehgal, [2011](#cne24406-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}), sleep (Hendricks et al., [2000](#cne24406-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Shaw, Cirelli, Greenspan, & Tononi, [2000](#cne24406-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}; Hendricks et al., [2003](#cne24406-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}), the control of locomotor rhythms (Konopka & Benzer, [1971](#cne24406-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}; Handler & Konopka, [1979](#cne24406-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Helfrich & Engelmann, [1983](#cne24406-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}), the gating of eclosion and metamorphosis (Pittendrigh & Skopik, [1970](#cne24406-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}; Konopka & Benzer, [1971](#cne24406-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}; Hamblen‐Coyle, Wheeler, Rutila, Rosbash, & Hall, [1992](#cne24406-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Sehgal, Price, Man, & Young, [1994](#cne24406-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}; Myers, Yu, & Sehgal, [2003](#cne24406-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}), as well as on learning and memory (Lyons & Roman, [2009](#cne24406-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}; Fropf et al., [2014](#cne24406-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Chouhan, Wolf, Helfrich‐Förster, & Heisenberg, [2015](#cne24406-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}), the coverage of specific connections to downstream neurons of the circadian network still lags behind. So far, only six studies have been able to identify specific target neurons, reporting their implication in the control of rest:activity‐ (Pírez, Christmann, & Griffith, [2013](#cne24406-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}; Cavanaugh et al., [2014](#cne24406-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}) and wakefulness:sleep‐cycles (Cavanaugh, Vigderman, Dean, Garbe, & Sehgal, [2016](#cne24406-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Cavey, Collins, & Blau, [2016](#cne24406-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; King et al., [2017](#cne24406-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}), metabolic regulation (Barber, Erion, Holmes, & Sehgal, [2016](#cne24406-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}), and the coupling of the peripheral clock of prothoracic gland (PG) to the central pacemaker in the brain (Selcho et al., [2017](#cne24406-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}). In the upcoming years, the research focus will increasingly shift from the already well‐described input pathways and clock network properties to the outputs and its underlying circuits.

We identified several neuropils, in which clock neuron projections went so far unnoticed or have not been analyzed in great detail (SCL, ICL, AOTU, ME serpentine layer). These neuropils are candidate regions for the possible localization of downstream neurons or their arborizations, which has to be investigated more closely.

The clamp (SCL and ICL) contains fibers of the two ITP expressing clock cells (LN~d~ and 5th s‐LN~v~). Additionally, the posteriorly located neuropil gets densely innervated by fibers, stemming from *fruitless* and *doublesex* expressing neurons, which belong to the courtship circuit (Cachero, Ostrovsky, Yu, Dickson, & Jefferis, [2010](#cne24406-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Rideout, Dornan, Neville, Eadie, & Goodwin, [2010](#cne24406-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}; Robinett, Vaughan, Knapp, & Baker, [2010](#cne24406-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}; Yu, Kanai, Demir, Jefferis, & Dickson, [2010](#cne24406-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}; Zhou et al., [2015](#cne24406-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}). Courtship and mating behavior is controlled by the circadian clock and depends on the expression of the clock genes (Sakai & Ishida, [2001](#cne24406-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}; Tauber, Roe, Costa, Hennessy, & Kyriacou, [2003](#cne24406-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}; Manoli et al., [2005](#cne24406-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}; Fujii, Krishnan, Hardin, & Amrein, [2007](#cne24406-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}). Since the increased evening locomotor activity correlates with reduced courtship and mating frequency (Sakai & Ishida, [2001](#cne24406-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}; Fujii et al., [2007](#cne24406-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}), it is conceivable that the E‐cells might signal onto the courtship neurons in the clamp.

The *fruitless* expressing courtship neurons additionally arborize into the AOTU (Manoli et al., [2005](#cne24406-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}), a neuropil, in which projections from the clock neurons have not yet been reported. With the help of membrane targeted 10‐fold reporters, we provide evidence that clock neuron subgroups (sNPF^+^/CRY^+^ LN~d~s) invade the lateralmost AOTU, suggesting yet another location where interaction between clock cells and courtship neurons are possible.

Interestingly, the optic tubercle is demonstrably an integral part of the polarization vision pathway of many insects, which enables them to navigate via sun compass orientation (reviewed by el Jundi, Pfeiffer, Heinze, & Homberg, [2014](#cne24406-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). To compensate for the changes of solar elevation and the hence resulting sensory conflicts, the sky compass requires information from the circadian clock, which might get integrated at the level of the POTU and CX in locusts, cockroaches, and honeybees (reviewed by el Jundi et al., [2014](#cne24406-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). For *Drosophila*, the insect with the best‐studied circadian clock, no polarization vision pathway had been described until Omoto et al. ([2017](#cne24406-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}) identified the anterior visual pathway (AVP) as the underlying neural substrate. The AVP is a three‐legged pathway, connecting the serpentine layer of the medulla to the lateral‐most AOTU, the AOTU to the bulb, and the bulb to the ellipsoid body of the CX (Omoto et al., [2017](#cne24406-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}). Strikingly, we discovered clock neuron arborizations in two out of the four structures, particularly in the serpentine layer of the ME, stemming from the l‐LN~v~s and ITP expressing E2‐neurons (5th s‐LN~v~, one LN~d~), and in the lateral‐most AOTU, originating from the E1‐neurons (sNPF^+^ LN~d~s). The mere fact that this is the only physical overlap of the circadian network with the sky compass pathway in the fly, highly recommends further examination of this observation in order to possibly reveal the functional link of the two systems.

En route for the AOTU, the clock neuron fibers run close by the dendrites of the prothoracicotropic hormone (PTTH) producing cells, which reportedly couple the central pacemaker to the PG clock (Selcho et al., [2017](#cne24406-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}). A PDF independent link from the s‐LN~v~s to the PTTH neurons via sNPF has already been demonstrated (Selcho et al., [2017](#cne24406-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}), but since the E1‐neurons (2 CRY^+^ LN~d~s) are likewise expressing sNPF, a contribution of those cells cannot be ruled out completely.

Further, two of the initially mentioned reports specified distinct cell populations in the PI as downstream targets of the DN~1p~ (Cavanaugh et al., [2014](#cne24406-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Barber et al., [2016](#cne24406-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; King et al., [2017](#cne24406-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}), confirming a long‐suspected connection (Kaneko & Hall, [2000](#cne24406-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Helfrich‐Förster, [2003](#cne24406-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Helfrich‐Förster et al., [2007](#cne24406-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). The PI is considered the *Drosophila* equivalent of the mammalian hypothalamus (de Velasco et al., [2007](#cne24406-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}), housing a variety of discrete populations of neurosecretory cells (Rowell, [1976](#cne24406-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}; Zaretsky & Loher, [1983](#cne24406-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}; Homberg, Davis, & Hildebrand, [1991a](#cne24406-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Homberg, Wurden, Dircksen, & Rao, [1991b](#cne24406-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Veelaert, Schoofs, & De Loof, [1998](#cne24406-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}; Siegmund & Korge, [2001](#cne24406-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}; de Velasco et al., [2007](#cne24406-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). In 2014, Cavanaugh et al. identified six PI neurons and their output molecule (DH44) as an integral part of the pathway controlling rest:activity rhythms. They further noted that the DH44 expressing cells are entirely complementary to the *Drosophila* insulin‐like peptide (DILP2) producing cells in the PI (Cavanaugh et al., [2014](#cne24406-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}), which demonstrably contribute to the regulation of sleep and metabolism (Rulifson, Kim, & Nusse, [2002](#cne24406-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}; Broughton et al., [2005](#cne24406-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Crocker, Shahidullah, Levitan, & Sehgal, [2010](#cne24406-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). Two years later, the same group demonstrated a functional link between the DN~1p~ and DILP2 cells, which regulates rhythmic expression of metabolic genes in the fat body via DILP2 signaling (Barber et al., [2016](#cne24406-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}). Our results indicate that most lateral clock neurons directly target the abovementioned or other cells of the PI, too. Except for the PDF neurons and the DN~1a~, all clock cells possess varicose arborizations in the SMP, close by the dendrites of the PI neurons. Particularly the analysis of putative in‐ and output sites, showing the presynaptic nature of the E‐cells\' projections in that region, furthermore suggests the PI as a target of multiple clock neurons. Since the s‐LN~v~s (Fernández, Berni, & Ceriani, [2008](#cne24406-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Sivachenko, Li, Abruzzi, & Rosbash, [2013](#cne24406-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}; Gorostiza, Depetris‐Chauvin, Frenkel, Pírez, & Ceriani, [2014](#cne24406-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Petsakou, Sapsis, & Blau, [2015](#cne24406-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}) and the DN~2~ (Tang et al., [2017](#cne24406-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}) are reported to undergo activity‐dependent circadian remodeling, it is likely, that also other clock neurons experience neuronal circadian plasticity. We controlled this effect in our study by collecting and fixing all samples at a particular time‐point (ZT23). However, to obtain the complete picture of possible innervations throughout the day, a time‐series analysis is required.

In conclusion, the anatomical study with single‐cell resolution not only provided new insights into the clock network, but also yielded various candidate regions in the brain where potential downstream connections to other systems might be revealed in the future.
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